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Without Priorities 

Consider this whole chapter to be an Advanced Rule. If you don’t want to use Priorities, all Attributes start with a 
score of 9 and distribute 17 points to increase as you like.  Your character is based directly off the Character Class, i.e. 
no extra Skill or Weapon Proficiencies. They can be any Type of Caster and starts the game with one weapon of 
choice for free and 50 Bronze Pieces. Using Priorities or not, the chart below shows the steps to character creation. 
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With Priorities (Advanced Rule) 

When creating a character, a Player must choose Priorities. There are 5 that are ranked in order, and they are as 
follows. 

 

Attributes 

This determines what dice you roll for your Attributes, 
or how many points you have to distribute amongst all 
Attributes.  

 Attribute Scores generally don’t increase with 
leveling or time, so what you choose when creating a 
character will most likely remain the same.  If you 
choose to roll for Attributes, a Priority 1 or 2 grants 
extra points to further raise your character’s Attributes 
any way you choose. The dice listed in the chart below 
is what the Player rolls for each Attribute. The 
numbers in parenthesis are extra points that raise an 
Attribute by one point.  

 

Magic 

If you want a spellcasting character, you’ll need to 
consider a high position for Magic. Covered in more 
detail in the Magic Chapter, there are 3 types of 
Casters.   

 The priority chosen determines how many 
spells the character begins with and what Type of 
Taster is allowed – so be sure to check the Character 
Class description for allowed Types of Casters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Combat 

Players who want to have a character specialized in 
fighting or ranged attacks should consider making the 
Combat Priority near the top of their list. This Priority 
affects their Mastery Styles and other Weapon 
Proficiencies.  

 

Skills 

Skills are a very important part of the game and having 
more makes your character better suited for more 
situations. Making Skills a Priority benefits every 
character, no matter what Character Class.  This adds 
Skill Slots to your character when creating it, in 
addition to the Skill Slots your Character Class 
received by nature of its Kit.   

 

Heritage 

This Priority affects the role-playing aspect of the 
game more than anything. The higher you make this 
Priority, the higher-up they are on the ladder of their 
chosen heritage. 
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Priority 1
Roll 2d10+1 (7) times, keeping the 6 highest and add 
distribute 4 points to increase their rolls.

-OR-
All Attributes start at 0, use 76 points to distribute with no 
Attribute being higher than 20 after racial and Trait bonuses.

-OR-
All Attributes start at 9 and distribute 20 to increase, with 
no Attribute being higher than 20 before racial and Trait 
bonuses.

Priority 2
Roll 2d10+1 (7) times, keeping the 6 highest and add 
distribute 2 points to increase their rolls.

-OR-
All Attributes start at 0, use 72 points to distribute with no 
Attribute being higher than 20 after racial and Trait bonuses.

-OR-
All Attributes start at 9 and distribute 18 to increase, with 
no Attribute being higher than 20 before racial and Trait 
bonuses.

Priority 3 Roll 2d10+1 (7) times, keeping the 6 highest rolls. -OR-
All Attributes start at 0, use 68 points to distribute with no 
Attribute being higher than 20 after racial and Trait bonuses.

-OR-
All Attributes start at 9 and distribute 14 to increase, with 
no Attribute being higher than 20 before racial and Trait 
bonuses.

Priority 4 Roll 2d10 (7) times, keeping the 6 highest rolls. -OR-
All Attributes start at 0, use 64 points to distribute with no 
Attribute being higher than 20 after racial and Trait bonuses.

-OR-
All Attributes start at 9 and distribute 11 to increase, with 
no Attribute being higher than 20 before racial and Trait 
bonuses.

Priority 5 Roll 2d10 (6) times. -OR-
All Attributes start at 0, use 60 points to distribute with no 
Attribute being higher than 20 after racial and Trait bonuses.

-OR-
All Attributes start at 9 and distribute 9 to increase, with no 
Attribute being higher than 18 before racial and Trait 
bonuses.

Attributes

Priority 1 See Heritage Section.

Priority 2 See Heritage Section.

Priority 3 See Heritage Section.

Priority 4 See Heritage Section.

Priority 5 See Heritage Section.

Heritage

Priority 1 +2 MSS and +4 PWS and
Reduce the Progression of one Mastery Style by 2 and 
another one by 1

and +1 to the Maximum Mastery Style Rank.

Priority 2 +1 MSS and +3 PWS and Reduce the Progression of two Mastery Styles by 1 each.

Priority 3 +3 PWS and Reduce the Progression of one Mastery Style by 1.

Priority 4 +2 PWS

Priority 5 No modification to Weapon Skills

Combat

Priority 1 +6 Skill Slots and Maximum starting Skill Rank is 3 and
Use 4 point to lower the Progression of any Skill or 
combination of Skills

Priority 2 +4 Skill Slots and Maximum starting Skill Rank is 2+2 and
Use 2 point to lower the Progression of any Skill or 
combination of Skills

Priority 3 +3 Skill Slots and Maximum starting Skill Rank is 2 and
Use 1 point to lower the Progression of any Skill or 
combination of Skills

Priority 4 +2 Skill Slots and Maximum starting Skill Rank is 1+2.

Priority 5 No modification to Skills and Maximum starting Skill Rank is 1.

Skills

Priority 1 Any Type of Caster and +1 Spell Point per Level and Start with 12 Rank's-worth of spells.

Priority 2 Any Type of Caster and Start with 9 Rank's-worth of spells.

Priority 3 Mashanic and Order Caster only and Start with 5 Rank's-worth of spells.

Priority 4 Orderly Caster only and Start with 3 Rank's-worth of spells.

Priority 5 Cannot cast spells

Magic
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Attributes 

Priority 1 – Method 1 is to Roll 2d10+1 seven times, keeping the highest 6 rolls. Set your Attribute scores according 
to your 6 rolls. Once all Attributes are assigned, distribute 4 points to increase the scores.  

 Method 2 allows you to Distribute 76 points amongst all Attributes with a maximum starting score of 20, 
including any modifier from Race and Traits.  

 Method 3 is the character starts with all Attributes at 9 and use 20 points to increase them, with no result 
being higher than 20 before racial bonuses and Traits. 

Priority 2 – Roll 2d10+1 seven times, keeping the highest 6 rolls and then distribute 2 points. Or, distribute 72 points 
amongst all Attributes with a maximum starting score of 20, including any modifier from Race and Traits. Lastly, the 
character can start with all Attributes at 9 and gain 18 points to increase them, with no result being higher than 20 
before racial bonuses and Traits. 

Priority 3 – Roll 2d10+1 seven times, keeping the highest 6 rolls. Or, distribute 68 points amongst all Attributes with 
a maximum starting score of 20, including any modifier from Race and Traits. Lastly, the character can start with all 
Attributes at 9 and gain 14 points to increase them, with no result being higher than 20 before racial bonuses and 
Traits. 

Priority 4 – Roll 2d10 seven times, keeping the highest 6 rolls. Or, distribute 64 points amongst all Attributes with a 
maximum starting score of 20, including any modifier from Race and Traits. Lastly, the character can start with all 
Attributes at 9 and gain 11 points to increase them, with no result being higher than 20 before racial bonuses and 
Traits. 

Priority 5 – Roll 2d10 six times, using only those rolls. Or, distribute 60 points amongst all Attributes with a 
maximum starting score of 20, including any modifier from Race and Traits. Lastly, the character can start with all 
Attributes at 9 and gain 9 points to increase them, with no result being higher than 18 before racial bonuses and 
Traits. 

 

 

Magic 

Priority 1 – Your character can be any Type of Caster (covered in the Magic Chapter), receives 1 extra Spell Point per 
Level and starts the game with 12 Ranks-worth of spells, i.e. a 2nd Rank spell uses 2 Ranks-worth, a 1st Rank spell uses 
1. The maximum Rank spell a character can start with is limited to the maximum Casting Rank at Level 1. 

Priority 2 – Your character can be any Type of Caster and starts the game with 9 Ranks-worth of spells. 

Priority 3 – Your character can only be a Mashanic or Orderly Caster and starts the game with 5 Ranks-worth of 
spells. 

Priority 4 – Your character can only be an Orderly Caster and starts the game with 3 Ranks-worth of spells. 

Priority 5 – Your character cannot cast spells of any kind, gains no Spell Points and cannot learn the arcane arts. 
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Combat 

Priority 1 – Your character’s Maximum Mastery Rank is increased by 1 (to a maximum of 10). They begin the game 
with an additional 2 Mastery Style Slots, 4 Preferred Weapon Slots and may reduce the Progression of one Mastery 
Style by 2 and another by 1 (to a minimum of 1). 

Priority 2 – Your character begins the game with an additional 1 Mastery Style Slot, 3 Preferred Weapon Slots and 
may reduce the Progression of two Mastery Styles by 1 each. 

Priority 3 – Your character begins the game with an additional 3 Preferred Weapon Slots and may reduce the 
Progression of one Mastery Style by 1 (if they have one). 

Priority 4 – Your character begins the game with an additional 2 Preferred Weapon Slots. 

Priority 5 – Your character receives no modification to Mastery Styles or Weapon Proficiencies. 

 

 

Skills 

Priority 1 – Your character starts the game with an additional 6 Skill Slots and may lower the Progression of any 
combination of Skills 4 times by 1, i.e. four Skills by 1 each, or two Skills by 2 each, or one Skill by 2 and two others 
by 1 each. The maximum starting Skill Rank for any Skill at the start of the game is 3. 

Priority 2 – Your character starts the game with an additional 4 Skill Slots and may lower the Progression of any 
combination of Skills 2 times by 1. The maximum starting Skill Rank is 2+2. 

Priority 3 – Your character starts the game with an additional 3 Skill Slots and may lower the Progression of any one 
Skill by 1. The maximum starting Skill Rank is 2. 

Priority 4 – Your character starts the game with an additional 2 Skill Slots. The maximum starting Skill Rank is 1+2. 

Priority 5 – Your character starts the game with no modifier to Skills and the maximum starting Skill Rank is 1. 

 

 

Heritage 

Heritage describes the character’s birthright, social 
standing within a culture, financial wealth, 
accumulation of goods, legacy and their estate. 
Within each Priority, there are several descriptors. 
The Player chooses 1 within the Priority. This 
means if you choose Priority 2 in Heritage, you 
then choose what descriptor that heritage is.  

 No matter what Heritage, all characters 
start with a weapon of their choice that costs 200 

Bronze Pieces or less and a Spell Book if they are 
a spellcaster.  

 Also, each descriptor, along with the 
Priority, has a specific number of Trait Points you 
may spend on specific-to-the-descriptor Traits.  

 

Traits are additions to your character that have 
some mechanical impact and are the result of life 
pursuits in youth. Some characters may have been 
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ruffians as children and are naturally tougher, 
some may have been bookworms and a little 
smarter or well-read. Each Trait has a certain 
number of Trait Points they cost, which is 
“bought” with the Trait Points you get based on 
the Priority you choose for Heritage and the 
descriptor. Unless noted, Traits cannot overcome 

Character Class Kit restrictions. These can 
overcome racial Attribute limits. 

 You may also get a certain number of 
Features, but you don’t have to take them. A 
Feature is something your character is strong in 
while being weak in another. Choose as many 
Features as your Priority and descriptor allow.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Descriptor and Priority
Starting 

Coin
Trail 

Points Features Description

Commoner, Priority - 1 75 6 2 You come from a well-to-do family and had lots of time for your own pursuits.

Commoner, Priority - 2 50 5 2 You come from a well-to-do family and had some time for your own pursuits.

Commoner, Priority - 3 25 4 2 You come from a middle class family and had some time for your own pursuits.

Commoner, Priority - 4 10 3 2 You come from a lower class family and had some time for your own pursuits.

Commoner, Priority - 5 5 2 1 You come from a dirt-poor family and had little time for your own pursuits.

Affluence, Priority - 1 2500 1 2 Seasonal stipend of 500 BzP. No debt.

Affluence, Priority - 2 1000 0 2 Seasonal stipend of 250 BzP. 50 BzP. debt to law-abiding folks.

Affluence, Priority - 3 500 1 1 Seasonal stipend of 125 BzP. 100 BzP. debt to law-abiding folks.

Affluence, Priority - 4 250 0 1 Seasonal stipend of 75 BzP. 150 BzP. debt to shady folks.

Affluence, Priority - 5 125 1 0 Seasonal stipend of 50 BzP. 250 BzP. debt to criminals.

Apprentice, Priority - 1 75 4 0 Apprentice to a Legendary Craftsman. Free Skill at Rank 4+2.

Apprentice, Priority - 2 50 3 0 Apprentice to a Master Craftsman. Free Skill at Rank 3+4.

Apprentice, Priority - 3 25 2 0 Apprentice to a Master Craftsman, but you were inattentive. Free Skill at Rank 3+2.

Apprentice, Priority - 4 10 1 0 Apprentice to a Veteran Craftsman. Free Skill at Rank 3.

Apprentice, Priority - 5 5 0 0 Apprentice to a local Craftsman. Free Skill at Rank 2.

Estate, Priority - 1 125 3 1 Your parents own a large mansion, complete with a wait staff and grounds.

Estate, Priority - 2 75 3 0 Your parents own a mansion with minimal staff.

Estate, Priority - 3 50 2 1 Your parents own a mansion, but it is in need of repair and there is no staff.

Estate, Priority - 4 25 2 0 Your parents own a large farm or house.

Estate, Priority - 5 10 1 1 Your parents own their own modest home or small farm.

Mercantile, Priority - 1 500 2 1 Your parents own one of the biggest regional businesses. 1,000 BzP. worth of starting equipment.

Mercantile, Priority - 2 250 1 1 Your parents own a respectable regional business. 500 BzP. worth of starting equipment.

Mercantile, Priority - 3 125 1 1 Your parents own a successful local business. 250 BzP. worth of starting equipment.

Mercantile, Priority - 4 75 1 0 Your parents own a mom & pop shop. 125 BzP. worth of starting equipment.

Mercantile, Priority - 5 50 0 0 Your parents are failed merchants. 75 BzP. worth of starting equipment.

Noble, Priority - 1 250 2 0 Son of the King! ..and armor worth up to 250 BzP.

Noble, Priority - 2 125 1 1 Son of a King, but low in the line of succession. Armor worth up to 175 BzP.

Noble, Priority - 3 75 1 0 King's Cousin. Armor worth up to 100 BzP.

Noble, Priority - 4 50 0 0 King's Cousin's Nephew's In-Law's Son. Some access to the royal holdings.

Noble, Priority - 5 25 0 0 Some obscure relation or bastard child. Still of royal blood, but no royalty

Socialite, Priority - 1 1000 3 2 You are well-connected all the way up to royalty, a start! Most anyone would do you a favor.

Socialite, Priority - 2 500 3 1 You know royalty somewhat, but not on a first-name basis. Many would do you a favor.

Socialite, Priority - 3 250 3 0 You know a person who knows the king. Your fame is known amongst the second-layer of lordship.

Socialite, Priority - 4 125 2 1 You know the local "important" people. Your favors are granted conditionally.

Socialite, Priority - 5 75 1 0 You know the barkeep well, and the bard, and a few drunks. They tend not to give out favors.
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Commoner 

Your character is a commoner. They have little money, 
no legacy, no land and no contacts. But being a 
commoner has its benefits as well. Devoid of 
responsibilities, the commoner has time to follow their 
pursuits and is not bound by their heritage. In that 
manner, a commoner gets nothing special. When using 
the Priority System, a commoner may seem like an 

odd choice if taken high in the Priority scale, as they 
get no special aspects to their character. But they have 
not been pressed to learn all that a noble must, or tend 
the estate or apprentice. With more free time comes 
more Trait Points and Features than any other 
descriptor. 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority 1 – You come from a well-to-do family within the common class. As a child, you were well taken care of and 
had scores of chances to follow your own pursuits and dreams, encouraged by those who cared for you. While you 
start the game with a commoner’s purse, it is large for a commoner’s purse with 75 BzP. 

Priority 2 – You’re the child of an upstanding, well-off common family. While you still had time for your own 
hobbies, you also had your share of chores and jobs that took fun-time away. You start the game with 50 BzP. 

Priority 3 – You are solidly middle-class. Early life is unremarkable and filled with the norm of chores, helping adults, 
with playtime given once all the work was done. You start the game with 25 BzP. 

Priority 4 – You’re the child of the poor. Not poor as in homeless, but barely getting by. You didn’t have much time 
for your own interests, but the little you did, you made the most of. You start the game with a measly 10 BzP. 

Priority 5 – You come from the destitute part of the commoners’ existence. Most of your time was spent looking for 
food or doing odd-jobs for pay to feed your family. All you’ve saved is a mere 5 BzP, but it’s a fortune to you.  

 

 

Available Features 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Descriptor and Priority
Starting 

Coin
Trail 

Points Features Description

Commoner, Priority - 1 75 6 2 You come from a well-to-do family and had lots of time for your own pursuits.

Commoner, Priority - 2 50 5 2 You come from a well-to-do family and had some time for your own pursuits.

Commoner, Priority - 3 25 4 2 You come from a middle class family and had some time for your own pursuits.

Commoner, Priority - 4 10 3 2 You come from a lower class family and had some time for your own pursuits.

Commoner, Priority - 5 5 2 1 You come from a dirt-poor family and had little time for your own pursuits.

Features Benefit

Combat Mage +1 Hit Point per Level & -1 Spell Points per Level (must be a spellcaster)

Strong but Frail +1 Strength & -2 Longevity

Strong but Slow +1 Strength & -2 Agility

Strong but Clumsy +1 Strength & -2 Dexterity

Strong but Dumb +1 Strength & -2 Intellect

Tough but Weak +1 Longevity & -2 Strength

Tough but Slow +1 Longevity & -2 Agility

Tough but Clumsy +1 Longevity & -2 Dexterity

Tough but Dumb +1 Longevity & -2 Intellect
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Traits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cost Trait Benefit

1 Wilderness Learning +3 Ranks to Any Wilderness Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Mystic Learning +3 Ranks to Any Mystic Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Wizard Learning +3 Ranks to Any Wizard Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Social Learning +3 Ranks to Any Social Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Thief Learning +3 Ranks to Any Thief Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Rogue Learning +3 Ranks to Any Rogue Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Warrior Learning +3 Ranks to Any Warrior Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 General Learning +6 Ranks to Any General Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 2)

1 Orderly Learning +3 Ranks to Any Order Skill  (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Forceful +1 (more) to damage with Heavy Weapons

1 Good Shot +1 (more) to damage with Ranged Weapons

1 Tip Placement +1 (more) to damage with Light Weapons

Features Benefit

Fast but Weak +1 Agility & -2 Strength

Fast but Frail +1 Agility & -2 Longevity

Fast but Clumsy +1 Agility & -2 Dexterity

Fast but Dumb +1 Agility & -2 Intellect

Dexterous but Weak +1 Dexterity & -2 Strength

Dexterous but Frail +1 Dexterity & -2 Longevity

Dexterous but Slow +1 Dexterity & -2 Agility

Dexterous but Dumb +1 Dexterity & -2 Intellect

Smart but Weak +1 Intellect & -2 Strength

Smart but Frail +1 Intellect & -2 Longevity

Smart but Slow +1 Intellect & -2 Agility

Smart but Clumsy +1 Intellect & -2 Dexterity

Mystic but Weak +1 Mysticism & -2 Strength

Mystic but Frail +1 Mysticism & -2 Longevity

Mystic but Slow +1 Mysticism & -2 Agility

Mystic but Clumsy +1 Mysticism & -2 Dexterity

Mystic but Dumb +1 Mysticism & -2 Intellect

Irrepressible but Feeble +1 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics

Irrepressible but Susceptible +1 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

Stalwart but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Stalwart but Susceptible +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

Resistant but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Resistant but Feeble +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics
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Cost Trait Benefit

1 Hours of Practice -1 to Maneuvers' Target Number

1 Expanded Magic Well +1 Spell Point per 2 Levels

1 Natural Blocker +1 Block

1 Natural Parry +1 Parry

1 Light Weapon Specialist +1 (more) to Hit with Light Weapons

1 Heavy Weapon Specialist +1 (more) to Hit with Heavy Weapons

1 Ranged Weapon Specialist +1 (more) to Hit with Missile Weapons

1 Imbued +3 Starting Spell Points

1 Mule Blood Encumbrance Limit +5

1 Brawler Knock Out +5%

1 Irrepressible +1 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

1 Stalwart +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics

1 Resistant +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

2 Light Weapons Master +2 (more) to Hit with Light Weapons

2 Natural Caster Cast Spell Skill starts out at Rank 2

2 Head of the Class +10 starting Mastery Style pips to spread throughout Weapon Skills

2 Superior Brawler Knock Out +10%

2 Fast +2 Land Speed

2 Mystic-Trained Gain access to the  Mystic Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Wizard-Trained Gain access to the  Wizard Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Warrior-Trained Gain access to the  Warrior Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Wilderness-Trained Gain access to the  Wilderness Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Social-Trained Gain access to the  Social Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Rogue-Trained Gain access to the  Rouge Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Artificer-Trained Gain access to the  Artificer Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

3 I Learned this from my dad 1 Free Mastery Style at Rank 1 (Focused or General)

3 Pentok Training Gain Minor Access to the Non-Lethal Source (must be a spell caster). This overcomes Class restrictions.

3 Morshan Training Gain Minor Access to the Transmutive Source (must be a spell caster). This overcomes Class restrictions.

3 Horpart Training Gain Minor Access to the Natural Source (must be a spell caster). This overcomes Class restrictions.

3 Master Brawler Knock Out +15%

3 Natural Learner -1 Skill Progression to 2 Skills

3 Natural Combatant -1 Weapon Skill Progression to 1 Mastery Style

3 Super Irrepressible + 1 to Natural Resistance Checks and you reroll a failed Check once per day

3 Super Resistant + 1 to Mystic Resistance Checks and you reroll a failed Check once per day

3 Super Stalwart + 1 to Magic Resistance Checks and you reroll a failed Check once per day

4 Very Strong +1 Strength at Level 1

4 Very Tough +1 Longevity at Level 1

4 Very Fast +1 Agility at Level 1

4 Very Dexterous +1 Dexterity at Level 1

4 Very Smart +1 Intellect at Level 1

4 Very Mystic +1 Mysticism at Level 1

4 Racial Specimen Gain one additional Racial Ability at Level 1, allowing for a total of 5 at Level 7.

   

     

       

4 Extra Tough +1 Critical Resistance

4 Extra Hearty +1 Hit Points per Level

4 Greatly Expanded Magic Well +1 Spell Point per Level
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Affluence 

You come from money, plain and simple. Your 
character is born into wealth, whether earned by your 
parents or gifted by some unknown benefactor. These 
characters start with more money than others but also 
may carry debt as well. These debtors may play a role 

in the character’s life if they’re not paid off. Higher 
tiers of Priority see less debt and access to regular 
income through businesses or investments. Lower 
tiers have a lot of money, but also a lot of debt. 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority 1 – Your parents are rich! While they have holdings and possible land, you do not and haven’t access to it. 
Their gift to you is money, 2,500 BzP at the start of the game. Additionally, you can always go back to mommy and 
daddy asking for money, who grants you a seasonal (every 100 days) stipend of about 500 BzP. The coin you have is 
yours alone, and you have no debt.  

Priority 2 –Your parents are rich, but not filthily so. You start the game with 1,000 BzP and can go back once a 
season for up to 250 BzP. In your youth, you made some investments that didn’t go so well, and owe 50 BzP to some 
upstanding people. You’ll need to pay this back soon, or they will probably involve the law. 

Priority 3 – Your parents are technically rich, but also technically part of the commoner class. They have gifted you 
500 BzP and allow a Seasonal stipend of up to 125 BzP, if you have good reasons. The deals you made to build your 
own fortune have landed you a debt of 100 BzP to law-abiding people. Again, you’ll need to pay this back soon before 
the law becomes involved. 

Priority 4 – You come from money and never really wanted for anything growing up, but were far from rich. Your 
grant is 250 BzP and stipend is 75 BzP, granted only conditionally for very good reason. The debt you have is now up 
to 150 BzP and the people you owe are… “shady”. 

Priority 5 – You come from a family that was heavily in debt. You’re able to make away with 125 BzP at the start of 
the game, but also owe some very dangerous criminals 250 BzP. Your parents might gift you a one-time amount of 50 
BzP if it will save your life. 

 Note: this assumes your character has a family. This does not have to be the case, your character could be 
orphaned and this is their inheritance, or maybe they are the attention of some unknown benefactor, they could be the 
inheritor of a land dispute that granted commoners money, or perhaps their parents own a business and they get some 
of that money. 

 

 

 

 

 

Descriptor and Priority
Starting 

Coin
Trail 

Points Features Description

Affluence, Priority - 1 2500 1 2 Seasonal stipend of 500 BzP. No debt.

Affluence, Priority - 2 1000 0 2 Seasonal stipend of 250 BzP. 50 BzP. debt to law-abiding folks.

Affluence, Priority - 3 500 1 1 Seasonal stipend of 125 BzP. 100 BzP. debt to law-abiding folks.

Affluence, Priority - 4 250 0 1 Seasonal stipend of 75 BzP. 150 BzP. debt to shady folks.

Affluence, Priority - 5 125 1 0 Seasonal stipend of 50 BzP. 250 BzP. debt to criminals.
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Available Features 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traits 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feature Benefit

Combat Mage +1 Hit Point per Level & -1 Spell Points per Level (must be a spellcaster)

Strong but Clumsy +1 Strength & -2 Dexterity

Strong but Dumb +1 Strength & -2 Intellect

Tough but Clumsy +1 Longevity & -2 Dexterity

Tough but Dumb +1 Longevity & -2 Intellect

Fast but Clumsy +1 Agility & -2 Dexterity

Fast but Dumb +1 Agility & -2 Intellect

Dexterous but Dumb +1 Dexterity & -2 Intellect

Smart but Clumsy +1 Intellect & -2 Dexterity

Mystic but Clumsy +1 Mysticism & -2 Dexterity

Mystic but Dumb +1 Mysticism & -2 Intellect

Irrepressible but Feeble +1 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics

Irrepressible but Susceptible+1 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

Stalwart but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Stalwart but Susceptible +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

Resistant but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Resistant but Feeble +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics

Cost Trait Benefit

1 Mystic Learning +3 Ranks to Any Mystic Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Wizard Learning +3 Ranks to Any Wizard Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 General Learning +6 Ranks to Any General Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 2)

1 Orderly Learning +3 Ranks to Any Order Skill  (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Good Shot +1 (more) to damage with Ranged Weapons

1 Hours of Practice -1 to Maneuvers' Target Number

1 Expanded Magic Well +1 Spell Point per 2 Levels

1 Imbued +3 Starting Spell Points
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Apprentice 

All characters are apprentices of their master who 
trains them in the ways of their Character Class. Some 
people also serve a craftsman. Through dual 
apprenticeship, these people have had little time for 
normal work and the life of a youth and spent all their 

time working double shifts. They have little money 
and possessions, but they start the game far more 
advanced in other aspects.  Depending on the Skill, it 
is recommended that the Storyteller set some “ground 
rules” for what is permissible. 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority 1 – In the times not training under your master (to become your Character Class), you spent all your time 
studying under a legendary craftsman. The long nights and lack of free time has left you exhausted and poor, but 
industrious and skilled. You begin the game with 75 BzP and an applicable Skill that you attain for free at Rank 4+2. 

Priority 2 – You are the understudy of a master craftsman and start the game with 50 BzP and an applicable Skill at 
Rank 3+4 for free.  

Priority 3 – You are the understudy of a master craftsman, but were not that attentive or just plain too busy to fully 
commit.   You start the game with 25 BzP and an applicable Skill at Rank 3+2 for free.   

Priority 4 – You learned from a local legend a Skill you receive for free at Rank 3. You poorly start the game with 
only 10 BzP. 

Priority 5 – You spent some time with a local craftsman, learning what you could here and there. You start the game 
with a free Skill at Rank 2 and 5 BzP. 

 Note: the free Skill must come from the General, Mystic, Social or Wilderness Skills. If from the General 
Skills, it cannot be Appraisal, Climbing, Direction Sense, Juggling, Observation, Perfect Memory or Swimming. If 
from the Mystic Skills, only Evoke is not allowed. If from Social, Bar Talk, Deceive, Incite, Intimidate, and Life of the 
Party are not allowed. If from Wilderness, only Conserve is not allowed. This Skill does not need to be part of the 
character Class Kit. Additionally, they have access to this master they learned from.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Descriptor and Priority
Starting 

Coin
Trail 

Points Features Description

Apprentice, Priority - 1 75 4 0 Apprentice to a Legendary Craftsman. Free Skill at Rank 4+2.

Apprentice, Priority - 2 50 3 0 Apprentice to a Master Craftsman. Free Skill at Rank 3+4.

Apprentice, Priority - 3 25 2 0 Apprentice to a Master Craftsman, but you were inattentive. Free Skill at Rank 3+2.

Apprentice, Priority - 4 10 1 0 Apprentice to a Veteran Craftsman. Free Skill at Rank 3.

Apprentice, Priority - 5 5 0 0 Apprentice to a local Craftsman. Free Skill at Rank 2.
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Available Features 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feature Benefit

Combat Mage +1 Hit Point per Level & -1 Spell Points per Level (must be a spellcaster)

Strong but Frail +1 Strength & -2 Longevity

Strong but Slow +1 Strength & -2 Agility

Tough but Slow +1 Longevity & -2 Agility

Fast but Frail +1 Agility & -2 Longevity

Dexterous but Frail +1 Dexterity & -2 Longevity

Dexterous but Slow +1 Dexterity & -2 Agility

Smart but Frail +1 Intellect & -2 Longevity

Smart but Slow +1 Intellect & -2 Agility

Mystic but Frail +1 Mysticism & -2 Longevity

Mystic but Slow +1 Mysticism & -2 Agility

Stalwart but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Stalwart but Susceptible +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

Cost Trait Benefit

1 Mystic Learning +3 Ranks to Any Mystic Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Wizard Learning +3 Ranks to Any Wizard Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Hours of Practice -1 to Maneuvers' Target Number

1 Expanded Magic Well +1 Spell Point per 2 Levels

1 Stalwart +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics

2 Natural Caster Cast Spell Skill starts out at Rank 2

2 Mystic-Trained Gain access to the  Mystic Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Artificer-Trained Gain access to the  Artificer Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

3 Natural Learner -1 Skill Progression to 2 Skills

3 Super Resistant + 1 to Mystic Resistance Checks and you reroll a failed Check once per day

4 Very Smart +1 Intellect at Level 1

4 Very Mystic +1 Mysticism at Level 1

4 Racial Specimen Gain one additional Racial Ability at Level 1, allowing for a total of 5 at Level 7.
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Estate 

An Estate descriptor means your character has land of 
some sort. This may be a mansion in Catlit at the 
highest Priority or your parents’ farmland at the lower 
end. While they have little liquid funds, they do have a 

good deal of “equity” and a safe haven to use as 
needed. Players cannot simply sell their estate at the 
beginning of the game in turn for coin, but it may be a 
story point later in the game. 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority 1 – Your family owns a very large mansion in one of the largest cities in the region. The house has a full 
waitstaff and grounds with keepers. You begin the game with access to this estate and 125 BzP. 

Priority 2 – You come from a large mansion in the big city. There is a waitstaff, but it’s minimal; and if there are 
grounds, they are in disrepair. You have access to this estate and 75 BzP at the start of the game. 

Priority 3 – You come from a mansion, but one in disrepair. There is no staff and you’ve spent many an hour 
patching the walls and hammering at supports. You have access to the estate and 50 BZP at the start of the game. 

Priority 4 – Your parents own a large house in the city. There is no staff and no real grounds to speak of, but it’s paid 
off and owned. You start the game with 25 BzP. 

Priority 5 – You have a modest home. Not the best, but not the worst. It is owned and in decent shape. You start the 
game with 10 BzP. 

 Note: this assumes a life in the city, but it could just as easily be an estate in the countryside, or a fort along 
the main road, or even a farm within the countryside. This can be owned by the character, or by their parents. The 
important matter is that the character can come and go as they please on this estate and if they have waitstaff, they can 
order them around.  

 

Available Features 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Descriptor and Priority
Starting 

Coin
Trail 

Points Features Description

Estate, Priority - 1 125 3 1 Your parents own a large mansion, complete with a wait staff and grounds.

Estate, Priority - 2 75 3 0 Your parents own a mansion with minimal staff.

Estate, Priority - 3 50 2 1 Your parents own a mansion, but it is in need of repair and there is no staff.

Estate, Priority - 4 25 2 0 Your parents own a large farm or house.

Estate, Priority - 5 10 1 1 Your parents own their own modest home or small farm.

Feature Benefit

Combat Mage +1 Hit Point per Level & -1 Spell Points per Level (must be a spellcaster)

Mystic but Weak +1 Mysticism & -2 Strength

Mystic but Frail +1 Mysticism & -2 Longevity

Mystic but Slow +1 Mysticism & -2 Agility

Mystic but Clumsy +1 Mysticism & -2 Dexterity

Mystic but Dumb +1 Mysticism & -2 Intellect

Stalwart but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Stalwart but Susceptible +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

Resistant but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Resistant but Feeble +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics
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Traits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mercantile 

A Mercantile heritage means your character has access 
to goods and/or services. Your parents, or guardians, 
were entrepreneurs and business people. The character 
starts with more gear and equipment than others. At 
higher Priorities, the character may have a horse and a 
slew of equipment in a pulled cart. At the lower end, 

you may be the son/daughter of a failed merchant and 
have a few extra weapons or ammunition. The 
Storyteller decides what kind of merchant family you 
come from, a connection that will be part of the 
character. 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority 1 – You are the child of an extremely successful merchant family in the area. You parents most likely have 
military contracts or hold a monopoly on some of the most desired (or basic) commodities. You start the game with 
500 BzP and as much stuff from your family’s business as you want. Additionally, you begin the game with 1,000 BzP 
worth of equipment. 

Priority 2 – Your family is very successful, one of the top merchants in the region. You have access to all that your 
family sells and start the game with 250 BzP. Additionally, your character starts the game with 500 BzP worth of 
equipment.  

Priority 3 – Your parents are local business legends, but their influence and entrepreneurship only extends to the local 
village or town – the local chain. You can delve into what they produce as needed, but their stocks are not bottomless. 
Your character starts the game with 125 BzP and 250 BzP worth of equipment. 

Cost Trait Benefit

1 General Learning +6 Ranks to Any General Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 2)

1 Orderly Learning +3 Ranks to Any Order Skill  (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Forceful +1 (more) to damage with Heavy Weapons

1 Natural Blocker +1 Block

1 Natural Parry +1 Parry

1 Heavy Weapon Specialist +1 (more) to Hit with Heavy Weapons

1 Mule Blood Encumbrance Limit +5

1 Brawler Knock Out +5%

2 Superior Brawler Knock Out +10%

2 Warrior-Trained Gain access to the Warrior Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Wilderness-Trained Gain access to the Wilderness Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

3 I Learned this from my dad 1 Free Mastery Style at Rank 1 (Focused or General)

3 Natural Learner -1 Skill Progression to 2 Skills

Descriptor and Priority
Starting 

Coin
Trail 

Points Features Description

Estate, Priority - 1 125 3 1 Your parents own a large mansion, complete with a wait staff and grounds.

Estate, Priority - 2 75 3 0 Your parents own a mansion with minimal staff.

Estate, Priority - 3 50 2 1 Your parents own a mansion, but it is in need of repair and there is no staff.

Estate, Priority - 4 25 2 0 Your parents own a large farm or house.

Estate, Priority - 5 10 1 1 Your parents own their own modest home or small farm.
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Priority 4 – Your parents own a successful “mom and pop” shop. They make do but are far from wealthy. You have 
a decent cache of goods that your parents produce and begin the game with 75 BzP and 125 BzP worth of equipment.  

Priority 5 – Your parents are failed merchants, barely scraping by. Whatever they have is yours, but it isn’t much. You 
start the game with 50 BzP and 75 BzP worth of equipment.  

 Note: the business your parents run is up to the Storyteller. This may be wool, or herbs, or maid services or 
something else. Your character has access to this, but cannot take the commodity and sell it for their own profit – 
that’s what your parents do.  It may have some application in another way. The equipment you start with has a BzP 
limit. You may spend that much money, never purchasing any one item that is worth more than that value. You 
cannot retain any of the value in the form of coin, as you have acquired it through trade and bartering.  

 

Available Features 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feature Benefit

Dexterous but Weak +1 Dexterity & -2 Strength

Dexterous but Frail +1 Dexterity & -2 Longevity

Dexterous but Slow +1 Dexterity & -2 Agility

Dexterous but Dumb +1 Dexterity & -2 Intellect

Smart but Weak +1 Intellect & -2 Strength

Smart but Frail +1 Intellect & -2 Longevity

Smart but Slow +1 Intellect & -2 Agility

Smart but Clumsy +1 Intellect & -2 Dexterity

Stalwart but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Stalwart but Susceptible +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

Cost Trait Benefit

1 Natural Blocker +1 Block

1 Natural Parry +1 Parry

1 Light Weapon Specialist +1 (more) to Hit with Light Weapons

1 Ranged Weapon Specialist +1 (more) to Hit with Missile Weapons

1 Imbued +3 Starting Spell Points

1 Mule Blood Encumbrance Limit +5

1 Stalwart +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics

2 Light Weapons Master +2 (more) to Hit with Light Weapons

2 Fast +2 Land Speed

2 Social-Trained Gain access to the Social Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Rogue-Trained Gain access to the Rouge Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.
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Nobility 

Your character is related to a noble line. This can be 
specific to a culture, as in the lost king of a bereft line 
of nobility; a general noble birth, as in the character is 
the nephew of a local lord; or specific to a people, as 
in son of the king of a scattered Dwarven house 
unknown to the general public. In general, Nobility 
has some story-driven importance and the Storyteller 

must agree for this descriptor to be used. Nobility in 
Wyrmsbane is a contested and heavily guarded aspect 
of society. There is only so much room for nobles in 
most cultures, and those few noble houses must work 
to maintain their position. Characters with a Nobility 
descriptor has serious and consuming responsibilities 
they cannot shy from. 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority 1 – You’re the direct relation to the most powerful/highest noble in the land. You have access to the noble 
court, servants that wait upon you and other resources commensurate with a person within the family. You also are 
dedicated to the ethos and vision of the family. You do not have unlimited money, even if your relatives do, nor do 
you have free reign of the lands. You must uphold the honor and/or dream that family holds dear. You begin the 
game with 250 Bronze Pieces and armor of your choice that costs no more than 250 Bronze Pieces. You also have all 
the common equipment a royal would have, such as clothes, heraldry and royal seals. 

Priority 2 – You are in line for succession of the royal seat, but have some (if not many) others ahead of you in the 
line. You are expected to act and do all manner of things that are expected of royal blood. With near-full access to the 
royal courts and assets, your character begins with 125 BzP and a suit of armor costing no more than 175 BzP. You 
also have all the common equipment a royal would have, such as clothes and heraldry. 

Priority 3 – You are the king’s cousin. While not in the line of succession, you do still directly represent the royal 
family name, expected to act as such. Your responsibilities are far more real and consuming than you’d like them to 
be, given that you have access to the royal courts and assets, but limitedly. You start the game with 75 BzP. You also 
have access to the family tailor to clothe you in the finest linens.  

Priority 4 – You are the king’s cousin’s nephew’s in-law’s son/daughter. Not literally (most likely), but you are only 
faintly connected to the family, but still royal blood. You have no access to the royal courts or assets, but do attend 
the yearly ball and hold a title of some kind. You start the game with 50 BzP. 

Priority 5 – You are the well-forgotten offspring of an obscure offshoot of the local royal line. This fact you most 
likely keep a secret, as it brings mockery and conflict. In particular, the noble family feels they’d be better off without 
this cancerous sore attached to their name, even if faintly attached. That said, you still are noble blood. You start the 
game with 25 BzP, most-likely a purse to keep your heritage a secret from the general public. 

 Note: these are examples of the Nobility descriptor that are meant to be easily recognizable and applied. The 
Storyteller can modify these to meet whatever they have in store for the story. You may be the orphaned son of a lost 
kingdom struggling to retake your birthright or the king of a long-forgotten Elish family that time has forgotten.  

 

 

 

Descriptor and Priority
Starting 

Coin
Trail 

Points Features Description

Noble, Priority - 1 250 2 0 Son of the King! ..and armor worth up to 250 BzP.

Noble, Priority - 2 125 1 1 Son of a King, but low in the line of succession. Armor worth up to 175 BzP.

Noble, Priority - 3 75 1 0 King's Cousin. Armor worth up to 100 BzP.

Noble, Priority - 4 50 0 0 King's Cousin's Nephew's In-Law's Son. Some access to the royal holdings.

Noble, Priority - 5 25 0 0 Some obscure relation or bastard child. Still of royal blood, but no royalty
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Available Features 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feature Benefit

Smart but Weak +1 Intellect & -2 Strength

Smart but Frail +1 Intellect & -2 Longevity

Smart but Slow +1 Intellect & -2 Agility

Smart but Clumsy +1 Intellect & -2 Dexterity

Irrepressible but Feeble +1 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics

Irrepressible but Susceptible+1 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

Stalwart but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Stalwart but Susceptible +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

Resistant but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Resistant but Feeble +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics

Cost Trait Benefit

1 Warrior Learning +3 Ranks to Any Warrior Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 General Learning +6 Ranks to Any General Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 2)

1 Hours of Practice -1 to Maneuvers' Target Number

1 Natural Blocker +1 Block

1 Natural Parry +1 Parry

1 Irrepressible +1 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

1 Stalwart +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics

1 Resistant +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic

2 Head of the Class +10 starting Mastery Style pips to spread throughout Weapon Skills

2 Mystic-Trained Gain access to the  Mystic Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Wizard-Trained Gain access to the  Wizard Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Warrior-Trained Gain access to the  Warrior Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Wilderness-Trained Gain access to the  Wilderness Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Social-Trained Gain access to the  Social Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Artificer-Trained Gain access to the  Artificer Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.
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Socialite 

A Socialite is famous for being famous. They have 
some wealth, but their real power comes from their 
contacts. They know many people, and those people 
know them. The Priority level determines who you 
know and how well they know you. It may be you are 

a fringe and have “loose” contacts within the higher 
class, or it may be you regularly dine with nobility. 
Your contacts span the “important” people within 
your Priority and you have access to favors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Priority 1 – You are famous and everyone knows you. Even the local royalty is on a first-name basis. You have great 
influence and most anyone would do you a favor. This is especially true down at the commoner-level. Although, 
spending too much time in the “muck” would tarnish your reputation. You begin the game with 1,000 BzP. 

Priority 2 – While adequately famous, you and the king are not “best buds”. Your influence at the very top is very 
limited but is great at every level beneath. Most people would do a favor for you without question. You begin the 
game with 500 BzP. 

Priority 3 – You know someone who knows the king, and your direct influence in the royal courts is non-existent. 
You’re more of an everyman's celebrity, commonly seen in the taverns and roads. Commoners love you and would do 
almost anything you ask within reason. You have great influence at the local level and start the game with 250 BzP. 

Priority 4 – You know the “important” people in the town you live. You have some influence, but not enough to 
deflects laws or the stick of an angry constable. Some people might do you a favor for a price, but then again, they 
might not. You’re like an actor from a very bad, but still famous, play that toured years ago – people remember you 
and it is stylish to be seen with you, but few would risk their reputation or safety for you. You begin the game with 
125 BzP. 

Priority 5 – You’re a barfly and a hanger-on. You think you’re big stuff but are probably just annoying. Those who do 
you favors are fed up with your constant asking and any new ones come with a high price. However, you do still know 
people who know things. People like the barkeep, the bard, the serving wench, the brewer, farrier and so on. You’ve 
somehow managed to have people contribute the 75 BzP you start the game with. 

 Note: these examples are based on a “standard” noble-run kingdom. In other, more austere, parts of the 
world the “nobility” might be a warlord or gang of criminals. The point is, you’re well connected to the “official” 
ruling society of the region you live. 

 

 

 

 

 

Descriptor and Priority
Starting 

Coin
Trail 

Points Features Description

Socialite, Priority - 1 1000 3 2 You are well-connected all the way up to royalty, a start! Most anyone would do you a favor.

Socialite, Priority - 2 500 3 1 You know royalty somewhat, but not on a first-name basis. Many would do you a favor.

Socialite, Priority - 3 250 3 0 You know a person who knows the king. Your fame is known amongst the second-layer of lordship.

Socialite, Priority - 4 125 2 1 You know the local "important" people. Your favors are granted conditionally.

Socialite, Priority - 5 75 1 0 You know the barkeep well, and the bard, and a few drunks. They tend not to give out favors.
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Available Features 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Traits 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Note that many of the subjects covered in this chapter may not make perfect sense yet. Each mechanic and 
aspect of the character is covered in their respective chapters. When first beginning Tara-Corax, it is probably best to 
not use the Priority system until your familiar with all the mechanics. 

 

Feature Benefit

Strong but Frail +1 Strength & -2 Longevity

Tough but Weak +1 Longevity & -2 Strength

Fast but Weak +1 Agility & -2 Strength

Fast but Frail +1 Agility & -2 Longevity

Dexterous but Weak +1 Dexterity & -2 Strength

Dexterous but Frail +1 Dexterity & -2 Longevity

Smart but Weak +1 Intellect & -2 Strength

Smart but Frail +1 Intellect & -2 Longevity

Mystic but Weak +1 Mysticism & -2 Strength

Mystic but Frail +1 Mysticism & -2 Longevity

Stalwart but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Mystics & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Resistant but Weak +1 to Resistance Checks vs Magic & -2 to Resistance Checks vs Naturals

Cost Trait Benefit

1 Social Learning +3 Ranks to Any Social Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Theif Learning +3 Ranks to Any Thief Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Rogue Learning +3 Ranks to Any Rogue Skill (i.e. Rank 1 to Rank 1+3)

1 Expanded Magic Well +1 Spell Point per 2 Levels

1 Imbued +3 Starting Spell Points

2 Natural Caster Cast Spell Skill starts out at Rank 2

2 Fast +2 Land Speed

2 Social-Trained Gain access to the  Social Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

2 Rogue-Trained Gain access to the  Rouge Skills, even if not available to that Character Class.

3 Pentok Training Gain Minor Access to the Non-Lethal Source (must be a spell caster). This overcomes Class restrictions.

3 Morshan Training Gain Minor Access to the Transmutive Source (must be a spell caster). This overcomes Class restrictions.

3 Horpart Training Gain Minor Access to the Natural Source (must be a spell caster). This overcomes Class restrictions.

3 Natural Learner -1 Skill Progression to 2 Skills
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Bottom of the Barrel (Optional Rule) 

 Storytellers may opt to use this rule, which 
makes the last Priority chosen something that is a 
weakness.  The 5th Priority changes from the charts 
above, to what is below. 

 

Attributes: Maximum Attribute is 14 after all 
modifiers. 

Skills: All Skills have +1 to their Progression 

Combat: All Mastery Styles have +1 to their 
Progression. If no Mastery Styles, then -1 to-Hit in 
melee. 

Magic: -3 to all Resistance Checks vs. Magic. 

Heritage:  You start off with 0 Bronze and are a 
wanted criminal, actively sought and shunned from 
society. Additionally, you must choose one of the 
following Traits: 

• Dumb:  -1 Intellect and all Skills start at a max of 
Rank 1. 
 

• Delicate: -1 Critical Threshold. 
 

• Fumbly:  Always Fumble on a Natural 1, 2 or 3 on 
either die to-Hit. 
 

• Slow and Clumsy: -1 Base Evade and -2 to Land 
Speed. 
 

• Self-Taught Caster: Catastrophically Miscast with 
one die on a Natural 1. On multiple dice, when 
rolling a Natural 1 on one die and a Natural 1 or 2 
on any other die. For example, Skill Rank of 3, any 
roll of a 1 on one die and a 1 or 2 on any other, 
Catastrophically Miscasts… so a roll of 5, 1 and 2 
is bad, but 5, 2 and 2 is fine). 
 

• Very Small-Framed:  Begin with ½ normal 
number of Hit Points, and -1 Hit Point per Level. 
 

• Unfortunate: Re-roll all % rolls and take the lower 
of the 2. 

 
• Pitiful Upbringing: -1 to all Attributes. 

 
• Blindness:  Can see in day as if night, at night, 

almost no vision. Cannot take Blindman’s Mastery 
 

• Hemophilia: Any damage from physical attacks 
causes Bleeding (1) per strike.  
 

• Magical Sickness:  When casting a spell, make an 
R.Myc. 0/Neg or become Cursed (4) for a number 
of hours equal to ½ the Cost of the spell. 
 

• Spoiled:  Can only gain Hit Points and Spell 
Points if resting in a comfortable setting such as 
an inn or house. 
 

• Gullible: -5 to a Skill Check, Resistance or 
Attribute Check vs. Mind-Altering spells or Social 
Skills that would deceive you. 
 

• Prideful: If you run from a fight or act in such a 
way that might sully your personal image (such as 
running from a fight, avoiding conflict and so on), 
become Cursed (6) until you atone. 
 

• Nervous Tick: When trying to stay silent, you have 
a loud nervous habit or affliction that works 
against you (like sneezing or making odd vocal 
noises). Roll 1d6, on a 4+ you do this. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Let’s say we’re creating Darius, who is a Combatant of some sort. This is key because 

it helps guide us through what is important and what is not. 

Magic is not going to be a factor, so set it to the lowest Priority, 5th.  

We take Combat as 1st Attributes as 2nd, Skills 3rd and Heritage 4th . 

Combat in the 1st Priority gives Darius extra Weapon Skills and lowers the 

Progression, making it grow stronger faster. 

     2nd Priority in Attributes means we roll 2d10+1 seven times, keep the highest 6 and 

then add 2 points amongst the Attributes how ever we want. 

      3rd Priority in Skills gives us an additional 3 Skill Slots and sets out beginning  

max Skill Rank to 2. 

     With Heritage, we need to choose one of the 7 descriptors at Priority 4.  

5th Priority in Magic means Darius cannot cast spells, which is ok because he’s a 

Combatant. 

      What if Darius is a Mage?  Our Priority choices would be very different. 

     We’d probably choose Magic as 1st or 2nd Priority and put Combat down at 5th. 

Skills, Attributes and Heritage are all important, and can add to the character in 

many ways. Question is, how do you want Darius to be? What shall he excel at? 


